Ugh! Calomel Sickens; Salivates!
Please Try Dodson's Liver Tone

I am allergy? My medicine does not upset liver
and leaves you a day's work.

You're off! You fear to eat good.
You feel weak and you're out of shape.
You can't do the things you used to do before.

Dodson's Liver Tone is real sure and
afforded you
remedies
for

It won't cure your cough
but
helps

Nervousness and Headaches Caused
by Acid-Stomach

There is much more cold connection between your stomach and aches and
pains than most people imagine. It is because they are connected through the
systematic and nervous system, which is why you feel so weary and unrested.

If you are nervous, unhealtheened,
and

You can have acid stomach and
people think you are just

Bigger Savings

For convenience sake, Calumet Baking Powder is
packed in 10, 20 and 30 cent sizes.

For 30 cents you get a full pound (16 ounces) net weight.

Of course, the larger the size
the bigger the saving in buying—but
remember that the 30 cent size shows
a double saving compared with most other brands.

The value of Baking Powder is quality not quantity. It is leavering
strength that counts. You cannot judge it by the size of the can nor
the amount you get for your money. You must determine its worth to you by
what it does, not by what it is, by the

A 10-cent can of Calumet will
get twice as far as a 30 cent can of
most other powders.

You Save When You Buy It
You Save When You Use It

Brood Mares

In fee or fail at feet, having foal or infalinated, or any other kind of
foal, mares may be treated with
SPOHN'S DISTEMPER COMPOUND.

It is also the very best remedy to prevent mares from

Pep'man's

SPOHN MEDICAL CO.,
WOULDN'T STAND FOR THAT

Bridle's knight East From Denver,
Draws the Line at the
Commissions.

Bridle's knight East from Denver,
Draws a

Goshen, Indiana

Eatonic

Today

For Your Acid-Stomach


Gathered Facts

There has been a report that 800,000
people in the United States have

THANKS

The price of

If you want an appetizing
ready-to-eat cereal that
you can serve with
no fuss and with fullest satisfaction, try
Grape-Nuts